
C U LT U R A L  P R A C T I C E S  

Pruning 
Pruning is a critical activity, it is our first chance 
to craft a balanced vine, deciding where and how 
many shoots we want. This in turn plays a role 
in the size of our crop. If we leave more buds on 
more spurs, we will have more fruit, and vice 
versa. Pruning also plays a part in timing. It is 
our way of sending a signal to the vine telling it 
that it is almost time to wake up from 
dormancy. If we prune early then we are 
encouraging an earlier budbreak. Pruning late is 
also a way to push back budbreak which is a 
common practice in vineyards that don’t have 
frost control like wind machines or an overhead 
sprinkler system. 

Suckering 
We remove unwanted shoots that ‘suck’ the energy from the vine, thus why they are called ‘suckers’. 
This includes shoots coming out from the trunk of the vine, but also off of the cordon and spur. By 
doing this we can space out the shoots and make sure there is sufficient room for clusters when they 
develop and we can focus the vines energy where we want it. 
 
Leafing 
Leafing is when we remove leaves around the fruit zone to 
craft the perfect light environment for each cluster. This is 
not uniform across the property. We make different decisions 
for each trellis system and even each block based on its past 
performance and the timing of when we leaf.  If we leaf early 
we can be more aggressive as the berries have time to 
develop resistance to the sun- a sunscreen of sorts- just the 
way humans slowly build up tolerance to the sun by getting a 
‘base tan’.  
Additionally we treat each side of the vine differently 
depending on it’s orientation to the sun.  The side of the vine 
that receives more morning light, which is naturally more 
gentle, will receive a more aggressive leafing.  Sometimes we 
will strip most all the leaves in the fruit zone opening up the  
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Before & After Pruning— Patti and Shannon get pruning 
instruction from vineyard manager Alfonso Beas



clusters to that gentle light.  Remember, this has to be done early in the season so the berries develop 
that ‘sunscreen’.  If you do this too late in the season you risk sunburn.  On the side of the vine that 
receives more afternoon sun which is hotter and more intense, we leave more leaves.  Often we leave a 
“cuchucha” or “baseball cap”.  This method leaves the equivalent of a baseball cap bill over each 
cluster to shade it from the really intense heat but let it still get sunlight in the late evening.  These are 
just some examples of the many approaches we take to leaf.   

Fruit Thinning 
We do multiple fruit thinning passes. The first pass looks at balance; we take clusters off of weak 
shoots and clean up bunched areas spacing out the clusters to get even exposure to sunlight and air.    
Our crew has different guidelines for each block that we determine by walking the vineyard- there is 
nothing that replaces a set of eyes in the vineyard.  For example if a shoot is about the size of your 
pinky finger and just makes it to the second wire, then it will automatically only get 1 cluster.  A 
stronger and longer shoot has more leaves and more energy it can put into the clusters so that shoot 
will get 2 clusters.  
Our second thinning pass looks at color and even ripeness. We make this pass when the block is at 
about 80% color. We drop the greenest fruit, one way we ensure that each block is uniform and all the 
clusters will ripen at the same time. 

Cluster Counts & Weights 
Throughout veraison and up to harvest we get cluster counts and weights. This is an important 
practice that gives us a heads up on the size of the crop. We get at least 2 weights on each block to see 
the rate of growth. We have a formula that extrapolates this for the whole block, giving us an idea of 
the size of the vintage.  This is important from the farming side but also for winemaking.  Having an 
idea of how many tons are in each block being picked is an essential part of our planning.  
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Harvest 
Harvest is a choreographed well timed dance.  Our team splits up into three crews.   
These crews consist of pickers, leafers, and tractor drivers.  Each team has about 12-15 pickers who 
are doing the actual picking.  Leafers stand over the half ton macro bins and pick out leaves and any 
non-desirable clusters that the pickers might have missed.  Lastly each crew has multiple tractor 
drivers.  This is critical to the rhythm of harvest.  All the pickers need a place to put their fruit in that 
moment.  So the tractor drivers coordinate, one right there with the pickers and the other not far 
behind, ready to pull up as soon as the first drivers trailer is full.  Each macro bin is numbered so 
when it makes it to the scale in the vineyard we diligently record each bin number and the block it 
came from.  The fruit is then loaded up and brought to the winery where we again weigh and record 
each bin.   
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